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What future awaits the Muslim youth
in Britain, or, for that matter in any
similar predominantly non-Muslim,
secular society? This crucial question
haunts every sensitive and concerned
Muslim mind. We are desperately
looking for an answer, for a proper
and viable strategy, an education
strategy as we put it, to ensure that
they grow up and remain Muslims.
This is a desideratum of utmost urgency and importance, for the future of
Muslim youth is but the other name of
the future of the Ummah in the West,
of our families and traditions and
institutions, of the numerous mosques
that dot the landscape today, some of
them built at huge costs.
Let us, to · begin with, discard the
word 'awaits'. It smacks of passivity
and fatalism. There is no room in
Islam for being passive receivers of a
future that lies stored in destiny and
will be doled out to us irrespective of
what we earn for ourselves: God
changes not those who do not change
themselves. Nor is there any place for
an unfolding for future propelled by
blind material forces: God the Allknowing and All-wise, is the Lord of
history. Each gets what he believes
and works for: this law is clearly and
repeatedly stated, that you reap what
you sow and God does not obliterate,
or brighten, the future of any people
except because of what they do to
themselves.
This is not to ascribe any absolute
powers, independent of God, to the
humans. We can always say what we
like our 'tomorrow' to be, and plan
and strive for it; provided, of course,
that we , conscious of our utter dependence upon Him whose writ runs
supreme in time and space, also say,
'if God wills'. No future, therefore,
awaits anyone; only that future can be
ours, God willing, that we dream of
and then strive to shape.
The key to future is education, n~t
in the narrow sense of schools, cumcula, syllabuses, but education in the
wider sense of changing hearts and
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Muslim Minorities:
Towards a Practical
Education Strategy
Muslim schools are not enough. If our children ore to grow as
Muslims, our entire community life must become a process of living,
dynamic, continuous education, writes Khurram Murad
minds and lives, imbuing them with
ideals and norms which will direct and
focus their aspirations and strivings.
Muslims do not need any instruction
on the importance of education as the
key to their future.
For them , the importance of education primarily lies in the centrality that
Islam accords to it in the scheme of
the Prohetic mission: the Prophet,
'conveys to you His messages, he
purifies and develops you, he teaches
you the Book and Wisdom; he teaches
you what you knew not' (The Qur'an
2:151). At the core of Islamic ideals
and values, lie reading (iqra'), writing
(qalam), educating ('allama), knowledge ('ilm) and the Book (al-Kitab).
All this creates the responsibility and
generates the urge to learn to live as
Muslims.
Nearer home, presently, is the Muslim anxiety and anguish on the harm
the secular education might do to their
children. That, at the moment, defines
the full gamut of their understanding
of what are the educational problems
of Muslim minorities in the West.
. There are three basic problems.
First , and most important, is the
conflict between the school environment and the beliefs and values of
Islam. Children, therefore, become
estranged from faith in God, the
Prophet as the ideal, and the Islamic
code of life, especially that relating to
sex and family. Teachers, curriculum,
text books and administrators, all
contribute to this process. Second,
children are not allowed or enabled to
follow Islamic teachings in such everyday life matters as diet, dress, prayers,
fasting and co-education. Third , they
receive no Islamic education. By this
we do not usually mean Islamic education in its real sense, but that they
learn nothing about Islam, not even to
read the Qur'an.
Talking of Islamic education, it is
important to distinguish it from education about Islam, for we often confuse
the two. Imparting entire knowledge
in an Islamic framework and allowing

people to live in surrender to God ii
Islamic education, something more
comprehensive than mere religious
instruction in the faith and practices of
Islam. For example, what mosques in
Britain are doing is to provide some
instruction in Islam. Similar is the case
of educational systems, even Islamic
universities and colleges, in the Muslim world, albeit on a higher scale.
While education is the key to our
future, that future is inextricably linked with what · our dreams arc about
ourselves. This may sound like being
too poetical, but only good dreams
have the power to generate longrange, fruitful strategies.
What most Muslims desire is to
ensure that our young generations are
not de-Islamised by state schools, nor
they grow up ignorant of Islam. This,
we want to ensure despite forces and
despite conditions which arc pulling us
in an entirely opposite direction. For
neither the secular, un-lslamic society
in which we find ounclves can be
wished away, nor can its schools which
Muslim children must continue to
attend in the absence of any feasible
alternative.
So can this desire be fulfilled? I
would say yes. And much more. But
only if we are prepared to look far
beyond these limited, defensive goals
and set our sight on fulfilling the kind
of dream we must have as MusliJDS·
We must also contemplate solutiOIIS
beyond the prevalent instituti<)oll
arrangements.
So what should be our drealll1
Obviously, we are not prepared to
assimilated and get 'lost'. ()tbefWISC
we would not be looking for 111
education strategy. Should, then, :
accept to live as a grudgingly accept
~ority sub-culture; always _under
Siege, always struggling to retain
little niches we have carved out .OI'
ourselves? That perhaps is the ctes00Y
to which most of us seem resigned~
But, I have little doubt in my.
10
what our dream should be: to bn~
the society that we live in peace
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justice that we belive lie only in
surrendering to the one God and
following His prophets.
There is no need to be apologetic or
timid about it. This does not, presently, mean embarking on a proselyting
mission or going on a war path .
Ra!her, as full members of a society
which claims to be democratic and in
~hose future we have an equal stake ,
ti 1s a duty and a right that we owe to
our fellow citizens, to ourselves, to
our Creator. With them we must
share, through our good works and
&OOd words, with conviction and selfassu~ance, but with humility and comthe rich treasure of the
ivme guidance we possess.
hOur education strategy for the youth
sd ould therefore aim at realising this
alream·· wh"II e they know Islam, they
0 "'. h~w to understand their
Isl r1 in its light; while they live by
~ _m, they are also equipped to invite
1
sur~r ~How human beings to live in
real: er , to their Creator. If we can
dren b th1 s, then not only our chilhave' ut all children may be safe. We
Be . no ~ltemative to this path. Why?
cause i •.
their Cr nv,t~ng others to submit to
Very
eator 1s an integral part of the
gOOd 0 ce_ss and objective of being a
"'ish ushm . And is that not what we
0
Unles., ~ children to be? Moreover ,
that bl e most we desire becomes
atternpt~ch , even the little we are
Why~ng ~ow may elude us.
· MainJy because a tiny cultural
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m a vast se-1 .
siege by the hi h ~, con~tantly under
can hardly hopeg nd m1ghtly waves .
to escape ·ntr . ·
an d encroachment b
I
us1on
attitudes. Especial! Yto~ere defensive
so heavily weighed ai ay · odds are
al as never b f
g nS t such survivlike omnipo~e~~e : through ins~itutions
state· omnipresent
media co
·. mpulsory school system II
pervasive soci I
.
,a of the do . a services, the tentacles
h
h
mmant culture reach every
~artd and home , every heart and
mm .
. £?efensi_v~ goals. above all , create
timid SJ:>ints - hardly capable of
ov_e rcommg the power' onslaught and
~p of ruling cultures. Also they
dictate only such measures which fit
t~e p~evailing system: although essential m a~ ~n~oing struggle, their
usefulness 1s hm1ted . More importanteven_growing and remaining Mushm, bemg _ accep~ed as a minority,
. would be 1mposs1ble unless we give
our_ youth the goal of making the
society Muslim. Primarily, because
such is the nature of Islam. But also
because merely imparting the knowledge of Islam would never be enough.
We need a potent counter-culture.
Only the inner resources of a spirit
which can enter the cultural encounter
with self-assurance , with conviction
that it has something to give and not
merely take , and with a sense of
mission to change society. can create
such a counter-culture, an alternative
society within the existing society .
Perhaps we may not change the
society though even that goal is not
beyond reach, but we shall certainly
survive with our identity intact. For no
sooner have we succeeded in making
our education imbue our childem with
this ideal that a dramatic revers.al will
take place in their psycholog~. indeed
in make-up of their personahty: from
being at the 'receiving' end of the
cultural transfer line they would be
transposed to its 'giving' end . That
may also rever:5e the presently dreaded
unfolding of history . .
To create a culture_ ~ 1thtn culture' a
milieu within a m1heu: that must
therefore be the primary' long range
part of our strategy•
.
However ' no less important is . the
short range part: protect-in~ ev~ry mch
of our cultural territory, inching ~ur
forward within the system as or
way
n A culture like Islam needs
as we ca •
.
this two-pronged dnve .
Consider first th~ latter.
weekend
1)
The
evening
and_
h
took
(
I , mosques. t ey
schools. mo st Y 10 f roviding cducaup the challenge O . P hen Muslims
.
.
uon
on I sIam at a umc wTo recognise
had no other answer .
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Islamic school: a class In Bradford
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t~eir immense cont rib ution and continuing role is of utmost im porta nce .
But _more needs to be done .
. Firstly ; it is necessary for us to
ms~tute short and long courses to
tram teachers. as well as produce ne w
ones. They should be more effective
a~d compassionate . competent to deal
wit~ the contemporary society and
eqmpped to educate for long-range
goals . New teachers should come from
the youth going through state schools
or u_nen:iployed ; they only need proper
mot1vat1on to come forward . Second.
let the chiJdem understand the Qur'an
that they so laboriously read . come in
intimate fellowship with the Beloved
Prophet, and the Islamic history . Nothing shapes identity and cutlure so
sharply as history. Third , involve children in adult community activities,
even as trivial as keeping the mosque
clean, calling people to prayers etc .
Fourth a well-designed basic syllabus
is a must , even if not presently
feasible . Fifth mobilise maximum state
resources - funds, buildings - for this
·supplementary teaching' . In all this .
the doing part must be left to those
who are already doing: well meaning
outsiders should only plant ideas.
(2) Efforts for Muslim schools
should be more intense and systematic, especially for girls schools and
nurseries. Take, pragmatically. what is
achievable; but pursue. ceaselessly ,
the ideal.
(3) Efforts to win a place for Islamic
teaching within state schools and colleges must continue.
(4) Concerted political action should
be organised to ensure the observance
of Islamic rules in matters like intersex mixing , dress, diet and prayers.
This I consider more important than
one or two lessons a week on Islam .
Information may evaporate and does
evaporate, but living by Islamic rules .
day in and day out, will engrave
Islamic identity indelibly on consciousness. To understand its importance
look at the demonstration in Derby
against the right to wear sha/war and
in Bradford against the right to halal
food.
All these measures are essential; but
none of them is the answer to our
dreams, though each may contribute
something once it becomes part of our
overall strategy.
.
Let us look , in some detail , at one
of them : the separate Muslim schools.
Who can deny our right to h_av~ them ,
who can underestimate thetr importance and urgency? But even _they
would neither solve all our educational
problems, nor meet, on their own , o~r
long range ideals and needs. What w,11
57
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a Muslim sd111ol be liko? It will be

atlminL, tt.1't'd by Muslims and ~tnffod
hy Mushm teiwhers (ns fa r 11s possi·
bk) , hut, brins ~overn mcot-aided .
will be subjocl to Its regul11tloos. State
cu rriculum will have 10 be followed .
though Islam will be taught and
Isla mic rules obse rved. Its doors will
have to be open to children of all
faiths. and its produ ct will have to fit
in the higher education and the job
market . Let us see what they can
accomplish and what they cannot.
First , presently , Muslim schools may
not be more than an arithmetic sum of
state school plus Islamic subjects plus
some Islamic ethos within its four
walls, plus Muslim administrators,
plus, perhaps. some Muslim teachers.
The result may be no different than
what is happening in a lot of Muslim
countries. Or , what a recent Islamic
Circle Organisation report pointed out
about schools so far established: ' In
many cases the only difference between these Muslim schools and state
schools is the name ... some of them
have included Islamic subjects in their
syllabus but we still feel that the
essential quality of a Muslim school is
missing.'
Second, if teacher is the most
effective means to impart that essential quality, are there enough qualified
Muslims even for a single secondary
school? A Muslim school can therefore hardly avoid employing nonMuslims, teaching exactly the same
text-books as taught in state schools,
as even some mosque-run schools are
doing.
Third, within the given context of
larger secular society, would it fare
any better in producing good Muslims
than have Christian or Jewish schools
in turning out good Christians or
Jews?
At this stage I am not questioning
the institution of schools as such,
which we have accepted uncritically as
a suitable medium for raising good
Muslims. Otherwise, they are a social
invention of the West - hardly 200
years old - perfected to perpetuate its
achievments and values. Established in
response to the complex and special·
ised contem('()rary economic roles,
they main!~ teach skills to cam a
living, not the art of living. Their
rituals, like certification, only provide
easy passage into a work-oriented
world.
Fourth . their effectiveness in mould·
ing minds and characters may be
limited . When in school, how much
time a child spends there? Very little .
According to S. Naimuddin (The
monthly Azan, Birmingham, Novem51

ber J(JRJ), this time is 1235 hour$ in a
yeo r (JAS hour~ each day) ~ 14.1% of
his torul time (8,700 hou rs) o r 25.2%
of the esti mated time he is awake (if
he ~leep~ 10 hours a day, which few
do) .
Fifth. th ere arc fears. not totall y
unfounded, that the studen ts of these
schools will be discriminated against in
the job market . Or. having been
educated in seclusion , they may not be
equipped to fare well in higher educa•
tion or the society at large in their
later life.
But even if we put these worldly
considerations apart for the time being
as we must, two aspects should not be
overlooked. One. they may not receive proper social training to interact
lslamically with those among whom
they will live and work. Two , they
may miss the opportunity to make any
impact on the state school students
and teachers.
These anxieties cannot be brushed
aside lightly as inconsequential.
Sixth, in their present divisive state,
it is unrealistic to imagine that Muslims can agree on having a unified
syllabus or administration. Internal
difference may even stall the establishment of such schools. One may very
well witness a Barelvi school, a
Deobandi school or a Salafi school
cropping up at the same place. (Only
the paucity of resources may perhaps
preclude such an ugly scene).
Seventh, and finally, even if a
reasonably satisfactory Muslim school
can be established, the sheer physical
magnitude of our need is beyond our
reach . No one knows precisely how
many Muslim children are there in
schools, but 100,000 to 200,000,
spread over the country, would not be
a far off guess. Can we build all the
schools needed for them? Even if we
can, how long will it take to do so?
Do we have that much resources and
time? Or, should we be content with
educating only a few. at few places?
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All this h M nm been Mod u; ~ 1
from es1ahh~hin11 Mu.., lim t,ehoc)I,
one may a.~k : why should we. thet1
~pend our energies on them? Bcca~
a viable strategy . within the given
constraints. must use every available
means and address immediate proble ms as well . It should therefo re be
multi-dimensional . As a part of such
strategy. but not alone by themsel\'es
Muslims schools . may play an impor'.
tant role. despite all the inherent
limitations and difficulties. With due
care it should be possible to overcome
some of them .
They may solve some immediate
problems. especially regarding girls.
Once established , they will be the base
on which to build further. Experience
gained in establishing them will be
valuable in implementing an overall
strategy . They may become nucleus
for more comprehensive institutions
and for preparing much needed educational materials for use in both schools
and homes. The quest for Muslim
schools itself will keep the concern
alive and attention focussed , activate
interest and action and generate resources which are so short now. At
the same time it may compel the state
education authorities to provide for
many important Muslim needs within
their system. And, hopefully , they
may produce a generation which may
provide the much needed leadership to
the community.
Thus all the short range measures
we have enumerated earlier, though
important, provide a narrow bridge
across a widening gap. We sould not
pin all our hopes on them, nor
consider them as the panacea for all
our ills. nor allow them to consume a
disproportionate amount of our re•
sources . Nor should they make us
neglect the real nature of our cha!·
lenge and to our ultimate goal.
Let us therefore tum to measures
which will generate a culture within a
culture. through institutions within our
control and within limits of our re·
sources. These are three: home, peer
group and neighbourhood community.
Home even now plays a crucial role
in personality development. By the
age of five, when a child is drafted
into state school, the family has
already done a lot : he/she has learnt
most of what he/she has to lea~:
much of the culture has been transnu\
0
ted. Even later, he/she spends 86o/~
his time in the home and the neigh·
bourhood.
.
That, when surrounded by an
secular and tyrannical culture, ho~ 8
0
should form the pivot and centre
· Is1,strategy to generate and sustain
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,aic life is indicated in the Qur'an
where Allah told the Israelites through
Moses: "Tum your homes into Qiblah" (10:87)
Social bonds, or what is called peer
~oups, can often exbert more effecllve influence than schools. So, let us
: :ra!e a movement to tum every
- e mto a Muslim school, to draw
young Muslim into an lslamiy ~led_ group life, and tum commun'4M:ae_ into a continuing action-based
An tiona]
. process
.
.
IDlpossible dream? Yes, if we
lhat all this can happen in the
. .L
~te future? But no , if we think
...a6 .......,.n.
lit do thag / 15t a beginning. How do
i
t.

:;:r

... We can
Coacerned start organising groups of
llllt ot,· _Parents (5-7), around the
- ~cttive of Islamic education less. Sectarian or political
It li1.t . should not be a bar for
11-.t~ Slllall enough to allow'only
initial J>Crsons in one group.
illta 111ay cataf°ups are formed, the
~ t "ill
up.
'ii lllect re these groups do? They
~ • to ~arly, preferably every
,, be their only one issue: what
..._.- "'ce Programme during the
~ : to _~ucate and inform
It
Within homes; reading
an. Hadith , ..x.i
c-,_._
·
a.u, Isl amic
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literature , stories, listening to cassettes, giving tasks to children etc. Later,
they may also want to spend a little
time themselves in studying some of
these things, but not at the beginning.
2. Similarly we must start organising
groups of young Muslims on the sole
basis of doing something practical for
the Muslim community and Islam.
What the groups can do: One , meet
weekly - at homes, in m~ues, or
wherever possible: but their relationship should not be a once-a-week
affair. They should stick together as
much as possible - in coming to
mosques, within schools: at playgrounds, etc. Two, active mvol~ement
in community life through actwm of
all sorts.
.
3 More than one national orgamsatio~ should take up ~e taSk of
preparing suitable educanonal mate' als materials for parents to read_to
~hildren in homes. Preparing ~tenals
for in-school teaching .is al~kr~
tant. But text bOOks will be
are
few schools, if and w~n they
.shed while these items may be
est a bl1
,
nd thousands of
used in thousands a
urbOOd and
homes, groups, ncigbbo
clubs
d · 10
· in
and youth 50 ~ 1° . t
4 · ·Adults
... social life consas creating altemanve
ged. needy
ing of groups. to help the a
'

and sick; campaign to collect funds for
community purposes like the mosques;
clubs; study circles; neighbourhood
papers; information and aid centres;
exhibitions; sports; recreation etc.
To generate an educational movement within the community, by turning each home and each neighbourhood into a school and drafting maximum number of men and women to
become educators, is what Islam basically wants. All these steps are the
only viable, enduring solution to the
immediate problems. And only these
can lead to the ultimate goal.
So, let us continue with madrassah.s.
let us also build Muslim schools, but
not stop at them. Let us look beyond
them, move beyond them. Let us
implement a strategy which may ensure that not only our young generations remain Muslim, but we all
become imbued with that education
which was the Prophetic mission : we
understand our world in the light of
Islam, we live by Islam, we invite our
neighbours to live in surrender to one
God. That means that the enure
community life must become a process
of living, continuing. dynamic education .
Only this can ensure an Islamic
future for the youth and therefore for
the Muslim Ummah , in the West.
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